USA Softball Non-Approved Bat List with Certification Marks

Bass

Easton
SCN11BH

Easton
SCN3
New

Easton
SCN5B
New

Easton
SCN7B
New

Easton
SCN9
New

Easton
SCX2 Synergy
New

Easton
SCX3
New

Louisville Slugger
FP136
New

Louisville Slugger
SB34 Genesis

Miken
MSF Freak

Miken
MSUM Ultra Maxload

Worth
EST9

Worth
SBWKA

Combat

VIRSP3 Lady Virus

Easton
SCN1B

Easton
SCN4B
New

Easton
SCN6B
New

Easton
SCN8
New

Easton
SCX14
New

Easton
SCX22 Synergy 2
New

Louisville Slugger
FP1368
New

Louisville Slugger
FPC305 Catalyst (-8)

Louisville Slugger
SB404

Louisville Slugger
SB73V TPS Voltage

Miken
MSU Ultra

Miken
MSU2 Ultra II

Nokona
Tomahawk

Schutt
Red/Silver Schutt Bat

Worth
QESTFP

Worth
SBWK(Wicked)

Worth
WWSC Wicked Comp. (SP Only)

Worth
WWSCA
For a complete list of approved bats go to the certified equipment section of www.usasoftball.com
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